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Slow-moving landslides are very common in mountain landscapes. Often
manifesting long-term, persistent movements, they exert strong controls
on sediment transfers and hillslopes morphology. They also severely affect
the livelihood of local communities. Our incomplete understanding of the
causes of landslide failure and controls on later motion is a major source
of uncertainty in assessing their impacts. It is especially true in montane
regions of the tropics, where landslide impacts are disproportionally high,
but our understanding of local controls largely elusive. Analysing how
tropical environmental conditions (e.g., intense rainfalls, deep weathering
of rocks) and a growing human influence on landscapes control the
occurrence and motion of landslides is the main aim of this PhD research.
This open research question is tackled by an investigation of two slowmoving landslides in the tropical environment of the Kivu Rift, in eastern
DR Congo. One, sited in the rapidly expanding city of Bukavu, experienced
rapid and informal urbanisation over the last decades. The second is only
a few decades old and has been largely preserved from human activities.
Analysis of the origin and controls on these landslides required
measurement of surface motions over long periods of time. To circumvent
the lack of historical records, but also difficult field accessibility conditions
and constraints brought by tropical context (e.g., persistent cloud cover)
we exploited synergies between radar and optical satellite remote sensing,
archive aerial imageries, modelling and careful field investigations.
This PhD research provides a rare analysis of the causes, triggers, and
mechanisms of slow-moving landslides in an under-researched climatic
region. The detailed analyses offer new perspectives to understand how
conditions in tropical regions are affecting landslides, and how changing
landscape conditions may affect the occurrence and movement of
landslides in the future – of crucial importance considering the rapid
changes observed in many places of the tropics. By improving our
understanding of landslide processes in environmental conditions largely
overlooked in the literature, this PhD research aims at improving the
evaluation of landslide hazard and mitigation in the area, but also across
many other regions of the tropics where similar environmental and societal
conditions are met.

